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ABSTRACT
The maps presented in Paper I are here used to infer the variation of the column densities of HCO`,

DCO`, and as a function of distance from the dust peak. These results are interpretedN2H`, N2D`
with the aid of a crude chemical model that predicts the abundances of these species as a function of
radius in a spherically symmetric model with radial density distribution inferred from the observations of
dust emission at millimeter wavelengths and dust absorption in the infrared. Our main observational
Ðnding is that the column density ratio is of order 0.2 toward the L1544 dust peakN(N2D`)/N(N2H`)
as compared to N(DCO`)/N(HCO`)\ 0.04. We conclude that this result, as well as the general Ðnding
that and correlate well with the dust, is caused by CO being depleted to a much higherN2H` N2D`
degree than molecular nitrogen in the high-density core of L1544. Depletion also favors deuterium
enhancement, and thus which traces the dense and highly CO-depleted core nucleus, is muchN2D`,
more enhanced than DCO`. Our models do not uniquely deÐne the chemistry in the high-density
depleted nucleus of L1544, but they do suggest that the ionization degree is a few times 10~9 and that
the ambipolar di†usion timescale is locally similar to the free-fall time. It seems likely that the lower
limit, which one obtains to ionization degree by summing all observable molecular ions, is not a great
underestimate of the true ionization degree. We predict that atomic oxygen is abundant in the dense
core and, if so, may be the main ion in the central highly depleted region of the core.H3O`
Subject headings : dust, extinction È ISM: clouds È ISM: individual (L1544) È ISM: molecules

1. INTRODUCTION

The ionization degree with n(e) andx(e)[\n(e)/n(H2),the electron and number densities, respectively] inn(H2) H2dense molecular clouds plays a key role in determining the
initial conditions that precede the collapse to form a star
(e.g., Shu, Adams, & Lizano 1987). If the magnetic Ðeld
threading the dense gas is sufficiently large to prevent
immediate collapse, ambipolar di†usion of neutrals across
Ðeld lines can lead to a situation where a dense core of gas is
gravitationally unstable. The timescale for such ambipolar
di†usion is proportional to the ionization degree, and it
therefore becomes of interest to develop methods of esti-
mating the ionization degree based on the abundances of
various species that trace the ionization in the dense gas.

In an earlier article (Caselli et al. 1998b, hereafter
CWT98), we studied the possibility of using the [DCO`]/
[HCO`] abundance ratio as a tracer of the ionization
degree in dense molecular gas, following previous work by
Wootten, Snell, & Glassgold (1979) and Langer, &Gue� lin,
Wilson (1982). We used the time-dependent models of Lee,
Bettens, & Herbst (1996) to study the expected behavior of a
variety of species thought to be relevant in this context and
compared with the abundances measured by Butner, Lada,
& Loren (1995). An analogous study carried out by Wil-
liams et al. (1998) reached very similar results. We con-
Ðrmed earlier work (Dalgarno & Lepp 1984) that showed
that a critical parameter in addition to the ionization degree
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that determines the fractionation of deuterated species (and
hence abundance ratios such as [DCO`]/[HCO`]) is the
degree of depletion of carbon- and oxygen-bearing species
onto the surfaces of interstellar dust grains. Measuring the
ionization degree in reliable fashion therefore requires the
use of observations to solve for both x(e) and depletion. One
possible approach to this problem discussed by CWT98
was to use the cyanoacetylene (HC3N) abundance as a
““ depletion indicator ÏÏ (see also Ruffle et al. 1997). A more
detailed analysis of the possibility to use HC3N to estimate
the degree of depletion in a dense core is currently under-
way (C. Comito et al. 2002, in preparation).

The CWT98 and Williams et al. (1998) studies used data
with angular resolution on the order of 1@ and did not
search for spatial variations in the ionization degree and
hence in the [DCO`]/[HCO`] ratio. Studies of variations
in the deuterium fractionation and in the degree of ioniza-
tion across cores have previously been done in active star-
forming regions such as the R Coronae Australis molecular
cloud (Anderson et al. 1999) and in massive cores located in
regions that are currently forming stellar clusters (Bergin et
al. 1999). In the former case, the electron fraction was found
to decrease near the cluster of newly born stars, whereas in
the latter no di†erences in the ionization fraction were
detected between cores with and without associated stars.
No changes in the ionization fraction were found between
the edge and the center of the mapped regions. However, no
similar studies have been performed so far in the direction
of preÈstar-forming cores in relatively quiescent zones of
our Galaxy, which gives the opportunity to investigate the
initial conditions of the star formation process presumably
not triggered by external agents.

In any model of preprotostellar cores, one expects to
observe a concentration of material around the region of
highest density. As the density becomes higher, one expects
the degree of ionization to decrease, the degree of depletion
onto dust grain surfaces to increase, and consequently, the
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fractionation of deuterated species to be enhanced (e.g.,
Roberts & Millar 2000). In fact, one might naively expect
that deuterated species correlated with high depletion might
trace the phase prior to the formation of a protostar. With
this in mind, we undertook observations, using the IRAM
30 m telescope, of a variety of species toward the dense core
L1544 in the Taurus molecular cloud, which is thought (e.g.,
Tafalla et al. 1998 ; Ciolek & Basu 2000) to be in a phase
shortly prior to that at which collapse occurs. The data and
a kinematical study of this region are presented in Caselli et
al. (2002, hereafter Paper I). Here we present our determi-
nation of the electron fraction across L1544 and show that
x(e) at the center of the coreÈwhere the number densityH2is D106 cm~3Èis about 2 ] 10~9, about 5 times smaller
than expected if the electron fraction is due to cosmic-ray
ionization alone and the cosmic-ray ionization rate f has its
““ standard ÏÏ value see McKee[x(e)\ 1.3 ] 10~5n(H2)~0.5 ;
1989].

In ° 2 we show our determination of physical and chemi-
cal parameters of importance for electron fraction esti-
mates. The determination of the electron fraction is
presented in ° 3. Finally, in ° 4 we discuss the consequences
of our measurements for the understanding of high-density
cores such as L1544.

2. DETERMINATION OF PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL

PARAMETERS

An accurate estimate of the electron fraction implies mea-
surements of (1) the column density of the observed molecu-
lar ions, (2) the temperature as well as (3) the density
structure of the core, and (4) the amount of CO depletion. In
the following subsections we will describe the above points
separately.

2.1. Temperature across the Core
Because of its low dipole moment, CO is likely therma-

lized at the typical core densities, and it can be used to
measure kinetic temperatures. Tafalla et al. (1998) used the
J \ 1 ] 0 transition of 12CO, 13CO, and C18O to deter-
mine the excitation temperature of the CO-emitting gas
across L1544 and found K, in good agreementTexD 12
with previous kinetic temperature estimates based on CO
and observations (D10 K; Myers, Linke, & BensonNH31983 ; Ungerechts, Walmsley, & Winnewisser 1982 ; Benson
& Myers 1989). We repeated a similar analysis using C18O
(1È0) and C17O (1È0) data and found an average value of

K. Of course, CO is not a good tracer ofTex\ 10.1^ 0.1
gas temperature at densities of cm~3, where it isZ105
strongly depleted (Caselli et al. 1999, hereafter CWT99; see
° 2.3). A recent Monte Carlo radiative transfer analysis of
the two inversion transitions of observed at the E†els-NH3,berg antenna (40A half-power beamwidth ; Tafalla et al.
2002), has also shown that K with no signiÐcantT

k
D 10

variation across L1544. We assume on this basis a constant
temperature of 10 K in the rest of our analysis. However,
model calculations of the dust temperature in prestellar
cores (Zucconi, Walmsley, & Galli 2001 ; Evans et al. 2001)
predict a fallo† in dust temperature from D14 K at the edge
to D7 K at the center. This is likely to be reÑected also in
the behavior of the gas temperature, at least for densities
above 105 cm~3. Although for our purposes we can neglect
such Ðndings (our simple chemical model presented in ° 3.2
is not signiÐcantly a†ected by a change in temperature from

10 to 7 K), the predicted temperature gradient a†ects our
estimates of the volume density from as discussedN2H`,
below.

2.2. Density across the Core
From our molecular line data we can deduce good

number density estimates only at the L1544 ““molecular
peak ÏÏ and in a few adjacent positions (see °° 2.2.1 and 2.2.2).
Therefore, for our electron fraction estimates across L1544
(° 3.2), we use the density proÐles obtained from 1.3 mm
continuum observations (Ward-Thompson, Motte, &

1999, hereafter WMA) and ISOCAM absorption inAndre�
the mid-infrared (Bacmann et al. 2000, hereafter BAP).
These density proÐles are described in ° 3.2.1.

A number of line intensity ratios measured by us are
sensitive to density. Since the line ratios depend on col-
lisional rates, in principle one derives independentlyn(H2)of assumptions about abundance. However, in a situation
where the density varies rapidly along the line of sight (as
suggested by the dust emission and absorption), the density
that one derives will be a weighted mean. In the following,
we describe some estimates we have made using di†erent
tracers.

2.2.1. Density Inferred from DCO` (3È2)/DCO` (2È1)

Our observations of DCO` (3È2) and (2È1) allow esti-
mates to be made of the hydrogen number density in the
regions responsible for the emission of these lines as well as
estimates of the DCO` column density. We have done this
using a large velocity gradient (LVG) statistical equilibrium
code similar to that described in, e.g., Walmsley (1987). The
approach is essentially identical to that discussed by Butner
et al. (1995). The collisional rates were taken from those
calculated for collisions of with HCO` by Mon-para-H2teiro (1985), assuming a temperature of 10 K. At this tem-
perature, the rates are essentially identical to the more
recent rates of Flower (1999). We assumed a dipole moment
of 3.9 D following Botschwina (1989 ; see also Williams et al.
1998).

In Figure 1, we show the results obtained in this manner
superimposed upon the half-maximum contours of the
DCO` (2È1) and (3È2) maps (see Paper I for details on these
data) and the 1.3 mm continuum map of WMA. We see a
deÐnite tendency for the highest densities derived from
DCO` to be close to the dust emission maximum. We see
also that the values found for toward the dust peakn(H2)are close to those derived by WMA from their observations
(D106 cm~3). However, there are a number of caveats of
which one should be aware.

One of these is that the DCO` (2È1) line is almost cer-
tainly optically thick toward the core of L1544. This is sug-
gested by both our LVG results themselves and the
comparison at o†set (20A, [20A) with D13CO` (see Paper
I), which suggests an optical depth on the order of 4. Our
density estimates are thus sensitive to the geometry and
velocity gradients within L1544. We note additionally that
our DCO` (3È2) map cannot be convolved to the 2È1
resolution (1.5 times worse) because it is undersampled (grid
of 1.7 times HPBW). Nevertheless, our results suggest that
we are sampling in DCO` the high-density inner core of
L1544.

2.2.2. Density Derived from andN2H` N2D`

Our and observations allow an indepen-N2H` N2D`
dent estimate of the density. This is of special interest
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FIG. 1.ÈLogarithmic values of the number density, super-H2 n(H2),posed upon the half-maximum contours of the DCO` (2È1) (solid curve)
and DCO` (3È2) (dashed curve) integrated intensity maps and the 1.3 mm
continuum dust emission (dotted curve) convolved to a 22A beam (circle at
bottom right). The gray scale shows the DCO` (3È2) integrated intensity
map (levels 50%, 70%, and 90% of the peak, 0.84 K km s~1 at o†set [20A,
[20A]). The density values in the Ðgures are based on statistical equi-
librium calculations (see text).

because, as we have seen in Paper I, the and, inN2H`
particular, the integrated intensity maps appear toN2D`
best trace the dust emission (see also Bergin et al. 2001).
Another characteristic of these species is that owing to the
hyperÐne splitting, we can determine directly the optical
depth in several transitions utilizing the relative intensities
of the hyperÐne satellites. This considerably reduces the
errors in our determinations of level column densities for,
say, as compared to DCO`. Finally, it is of someN2H`,
importance that we have detected (3È2) andN2H` N2D`
(3È2). This is because we expect such transitions to be essen-
tially collision dominated in the sense that the integrated
line intensity has, for a given temperature, a one-to-one
correspondence with the integral of the product of the H2density and the density along the line of sight. WeN2H`
call this integral the collision[ / n(H2)n(N2H`)ds] N2H`
measure in the following. Essentially, the (3È2)CM(N2H`)
line intensities are proportional to in the limitCM(N2H`)
where collisional deexcitation is negligible with respect to
radiative transitions, which for (3È2) at 10 K, forN2H`
example, implies an of less than 106 cm~3.n(H2)We have developed an LVG code for N2H` (N2D`)
analogous to that for DCO`. We use the collisional rates of
Green (1975) for collisions of with He and multiplyN2H`
them by 1.4 to take into account the di†ering mass of H2.We have also adjusted the escape probability to account for
hyperÐne splitting in the 1È0, 2È1, and 3È2 transitions of

We Ðrst use our determination of the optical depthN2H`.
in the (1È0) line at o†set (20A, [20A) to obtain anN2H`
estimate of the column density and ÐndN2H` N(N2H`) \

cm~2 at o†set (20A, [20A). Then, we determine1.5] 1013
from (3È2) data, which have been aver-CM(N2H`) N2H`

aged in a 3 ] 3 grid of positions spaced by 10A and cen-
tered at (20A, [20A) (see Table 2 of Paper I, last row) in

order to simulate a 20A beam, similar to the 1È0 obser-
vations. From the ratio, we Ðnd aCM(N2H`)/ N(N2H`)
mean density of 1.3 ] 105 cm~3, smaller than the value
derived above from our DCO` measurements and also
smaller than the central densities suggested by the results of
WMA and of BAP. These discrepancies may be partly due
to the assumption of a constant temperature of 10 K, in
particular in the dense, highly CO-depleted nucleus of
L1544, best traced by N-bearing molecules, where Zucconi
et al. (2001) derive T D 7 K.

We can in analogous fashion use our observationsN2D`
to obtain a density estimate. At the center of L1544,
assuming a temperature of 10 K, we Ðnd a mean density
of CM(N2D`)/N(N2D`) \ 1.5] 1018/4.9] 1012\ 3

cm~3. This is a factor of 2 higher than the] 105 N2H`
estimate above, which might perhaps reÑect the fact that the

emission is more compact than that ofN2D` N2H`.
However, it is still a factor of 3 smaller than the density
deduced from dust continuum and DCO` observations,
again suggesting a possible temperature fallo† in the core
center.

2.3. Depletion of CO
The depletion factor is deÐned by the ratio between thef

D““ canonical ÏÏ fractional abundance of CO (9.5] 10~5 ; Frer-
king, Langer, & Wilson 1982)5 and the observed x(CO)\

To determine at the dust peak position,N(CO)/N(H2). f
DCWT99 compared the C17O integrated intensity with the

1.3 mm continuum dust emission Ñux density from WMA.
They found that at the dust peak and that obser-f

D
D 10

vations are consistent with a model where CO is condensed
out onto dust grains at densities of D105 cm~3. The corre-
sponding radius of the region where CO is severely depleted
is D6500 AU, and the depletion causes 2.3 of gas to beM

_lost to view in molecular line emission.
Here we extend this analysis to all the other positions

where C17O has been observed. To do this we divided the
1.3 mm map by the C17O (1È0) map. This division implies
three steps : (1) convolving the 1.3 mm map with a 22A beam
(the HPBW of the C17O observations) and reprojecting it to
have the same coordinates as the C17O map, (2) making a
regularly sampled C17O map, and (3) dividing one map by
the other. The result of this operation can be translated into
a depletion factor map. We somewhat arbitrarily assume
““ normalcy ÏÏ to be given by [C17O]/[H2]\ 4.8] 10~8
(Frerking et al. 1982). Assuming an excitation temperature
for C17O of 10 K and a 1.3 mm dust grain opacity of

cm2 g~1 (WMA), we Ðnd that the depletionil\ 0.005
factor can be expressed asf

D

f
D

\ 0.027
S(1.3 mm, mJy/22@@)
WC17O(K km s~1) . (1)

Here is the integrated intensity (over all hyperÐneWC17Ocomponents) of C17O (1È0) and S(1.3 mm, mJy/22A) is the
Ñux density at 1.3 mm in a 22A beam. In those positions
where only C18O was observed, we used f

D
\ 0.085

] S(1.3 mm, km s~1).mJy/22@@)/WC18O(K
In Figure 2 the depletion factor map is shown together

with the 1.3 mm continuum map from WMA. There is a

5 We note that the only direct measurements of the CO abundance give
larger values than those reported by Frerking et al. (1982) by a factor of
about 5 (Lacy et al. 1994), implying larger depletion factors than found in
this work.
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FIG. 2.ÈMap of the depletion factor (gray scale) superposed to thef
D1.3 mm continuum dust emission map of WMA, smoothed at a resolution

of 22A (dashed contours) ; ranges between 1 (at the core edges) and 10.8 (atf
Do†set [24A, [34A]) ; the gray scale ( from light to dark) shows parts in the

core with 3, 5, 7, and 9. Dashed contours levels represent 30%, 50%,f
D

\ 1,
70%, and 90% of the 1.3 mm map peak (225 mJy/22A at o†set [26A, [21A]).
The distance between the two peaks is about half a beam.

fairly good correspondence between the and 1.3 mm con-f
Dtours, as one might expect given the ““ Ñat ÏÏ nature of the

C17O and C18O maps. We note however that the peaks are
not coincident, and there is a projected distance between the

and the dust peaks of 13A (about half a beam). Thisf
Dappears signiÐcant, but one must remember that the C18O
and C17O maps are probably dominated by emission from
gas of density of a few times 104 cm~3 to the foreground or
background of the dust emission core. Thus, structures
unrelated to the preprotostellar core may inÑuence our
maps.

2.4. Molecular Ion Column Densities
The methods used to estimate column densities of the

observed species, which give the same results within a factor
of 2, are reported in Appendix A. Here we show the results.

2.4.1. DCO` and HCO`

The statistical equilibrium calculations used to estimate
the density (see ° 2.2.1) can be applied also to a determi-H2nation of the column densities of DCO` and HCO`. As in
the case of density determination, our errors grow rapidly if
the observed lines are optically thick. Toward the peak of
L1544, we have used the optically thin species HC18O` and
D13CO` to determine HCO` and DCO` column densities
and C17O to determine the CO column density. We have
considerable conÐdence that in these three cases, the
observed lines are in fact optically thin (see discussion in
Appendix ° A1). For C17O, we can check (see, e.g., CWT99)
optical depth using the relative intensities of the hyperÐne
satellites.

Nevertheless for most of the following discussion we use
H13CO` and DCO` column densities derived from tran-
sitions that are optically thick toward the dust emission

peak and in the immediate vicinity. The reason for this is
the greater extent of our maps in these lines. The justiÐca-
tion is that our checks with the optically thin variants yield
results that are consistent with those presented here. Thus,
we have checked our H13CO` column densities using
HC18O` where available and our DCO` column density
using the D13CO` measurement at (20A, [20A). We con-
clude that our column density estimates are accurate to
within a factor of 2, even when the optical depth is high (see
Appendix ° A1 for details).

Bearing this in mind, we present in Figure 3 our DCO`
and HCO` column density maps. One sees in the Ðrst place
that these di†er considerably from the integrated intensity
maps (see Fig. 3. of Paper I). While for the reasons discussed
above the column density maps (or ratio maps) should be
treated with caution, we consider them a better estimate
than simply scaling the integrated intensity maps. We also
show in Figure 3 the inferred ratio of column densities
N(DCO`)/N(HCO`). DCO` is clearly more concentrated
toward the structure seen in dust emission by WMA than is

FIG. 3.ÈTop left : DCO` column density map; contour levels are
between 30% and 90%, in steps of 20% of the map peak (\4.0] 1012
cm~2 at [20A, [20A]). Center left : HCO` column density map; contour
levels are as in the previous panel and the map peak is at o†set (0A, 0A)
(1.1] 1014 cm~2). Bottom left : N(DCO`)/N(HCO`) column density ratio
map. Contour levels are 10%, 30%, and 50% of the map peak (0.06^ 0.02
at o†sets [20A, 20A] and [40A, [20A]). The di†erence between the four
positions inside the 50% contour level is not signiÐcant, taking into
account the associated errors. Top right : column density mapN2D`
(contours range between 30% and 90%, in steps of 20%, of the map peak
(\4.4] 1012 cm~2, at [20A, [20A]). Center right : column densityN2H`
map; contour levels are as in the previous panel and the map peak is at
o†set (20A, [10A) (2.0 ] 1013 cm~2). Bottom right : N(N2D`)/N(N2H`)
column density ratio map; contour levels are 10%, 30%, 50%, and 70% of
the peak (0.26 at [40A, [20A]).
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H13CO`. Considering the column density ratio map, we see
that [DCO`]/[HCO`] appears to vary by almost an order
of magnitude between the center and the edge of the map
(roughly 1@ or 0.04 pc). Away from the peak, the inferred
N(DCO`)/N(HCO`) ratios are considerably lower than
those found in the survey by Butner et al. (1995). This is
somewhat surprising because we expect to be observing
higher density gas on average with greater degrees of deple-
tion than in the arcminute resolution (Butner et al. 1995)
survey. The Butner et al. (1995) estimates for N(DCO`)/
N(HCO`) vary between 0.02 and 0.07, whereas our results
for L1544 vary from 0.04 near the dust peak to values a
factor of 10 lower at the edge of our map.

and2.4.2. N2D` N2H`

The and column density maps, togetherN2D` N2H`
with are also shown in Figure 3. OurN(N2D`)/N(N2H`),

observations as noted previously (see also Paper I)N2D`
show that traces the dust peak emission better thanN2D`
any other species. It also turns out that the values we infer
for are much higher than forN(N2D`)/N(N2H`)
N(DCO`)/N(HCO`). At o†set (20A, [20A), we infer

This is a factor of 4N(N2D`)/N(N2H`)\ 0.24^ 0.02.
higher than our maximum value for N(DCO`)/N(HCO`).
We conclude from this that the degree of deuterium
enhancement increases toward the dust emission peak of
L1544.

3. THE ELECTRON FRACTION x(e)

CWT98 used a simple chemical model to Ðnd analytic
expressions that allow one to directly estimate x(e) (and the
cosmic-ray ionization rate f) once N(DCO`)/N(HCO`), f

D
,

and are known from observations (see their eqs. [3]n(H2)and [4]). However, these expressions furnish upper limits of
x(e) and f (see ° 3.1). In fact, in the simple chemical scheme
used to derive CWT98Ïs analytic expressions, dissociative
recombination of molecular ions onto negatively charged
dust grains and gaseous reactions involving atomic deute-
rium (see, e.g., Dalgarno & Lepp 1984), are not taken into
account. Moreover, this chemical model is only valid for
homogeneous clouds, whereas L1544 clearly has a density
structure and a varying amount of depletion and molecular
abundances along the line of sight (see ° 2). In fact,
CWT98Ïs equations (3) and (4) have been applied to data
with a signiÐcantly lower (factor of D6) spatial resolution
compared to the present observations, so that any gradient
was smoothed out in the beam, and resultant N(DCO`)/
N(HCO`), and should be considered as ““ average ÏÏf

D
, n(H2)quantities for the cores. The same problem is met if

““ pseudoÈtime-dependent ÏÏ chemical codes are used. The
density structure as well as di†erential depletion of molecu-
lar species has to be taken into account to reach a satisfac-
tory agreement with observations (see also Aikawa et al.
2001).

In this section, we discuss what one can say about the
ionization fraction in L1544. One may obtain a lower limit
to the ionization fraction x(e) by summing the abundances
of observed molecular ions in L1544. This limit may be
close to the real ionization fraction if refractory metals of
low ionization potential such as Mg and Fe are signiÐcantly
depleted (see, e.g., Fig. 2 of CWT98).

We Ðrst brieÑy discuss the limits one can place on ioniza-
tion degree based on the observed molecular ion column
densities.

3.1. L ower L imits for x(e)
Lower limits of the electron fraction across L1544 can be

obtained by simply summing up column densities of the
observed molecular ions :

x(e)
l
º

N(HCO`) ] N(DCO`) ] N(N2H`) ] N(N2D`)
N(H2)

D
N(HCO`)

N(H2)
. (2)

The electron fraction has been obtained for eachx(e)
lobserved position toward L1544 based on the column

density determinations from ° 2.4 and the column densities
of WMA. We Ðnd in this way a lower limit at essentially all
positions where H13CO` was observed of Sx(e)

l
T D 1

with little variation.] 10~9
These estimates do not, however, really sample the high-

density nucleus of L1544, and in order to do that, we use the
model discussed in the following section.

3.2. x(e) from Chemical Models
Deriving the behavior of the electron fraction as a func-

tion of radius is complicated however by the strong abun-
dance gradients due to depletion. These cause observed
quantities such as, e.g., the HCO` column density to be
strongly inÑuenced by background and foreground emis-
sion in the observed lines. This is the main rationale for the
simple model introduced below.

3.2.1. Model Description

The results of WMA and BAP show rather clearly that
the L1544 ““ core ÏÏ itself contains a high-density ““ core ÏÏ
where the density reaches values as large as 5] 105 cm~3
over a volume of radius several thousand AU. We have
shown previously (CWT99) that CO is depleted by at least
an order of magnitude in the central high-density peak. In
this section, we consider the behavior of the ions and of the
electron density in the depleted region. We have done this
with an extension of the model brieÑy described by CWT99
and used to Ðt the CO depletion.

We assume for this purpose a spherically symmetric
density distribution with a constant molecular hydrogen
density of (1) 5.4 ] 105 cm~3 out to a radius rflat\ 2900
AU followed by a 1/r2 fallo† out to a cuto† radius of 10,000
AU, which simulates the results of BAP based on the extinc-
tion measured with ISOCAM against the emission of small
particles at a wavelength of 7 km; (2) 1.3] 106 cm~3 out to
a radius AU followed by a 1/r2 fallo† out to arflat\ 2500
cuto† radius of 13,000 AU, as found by WMA on the basis
of 1.3 mm observations of dust emission. The columnH2and volume densities inside determined by BAP are arflatfactor of 3.8 and 2.4, respectively, lower than those found by
WMA (see however the comments in Table 2 of BAP). It is
clear that this approximation is somewhat crude and indeed
that the distribution departs considerably from spherical
symmetry. Moreover, the recent study of Evans et al. (2001)
has shown that the temperature drop in the L1544 core
nucleus to about 7 K (in agreement with Zucconi et al.
2001) implies a steeper density proÐle than in the isothermal
case of WMA and BAP. However, we believe that our
simple model suffices to explain many of the observations.

As in CWT99, we have followed the time-dependent
depletion of CO neglecting dynamic e†ects. That is to say,
we assume the depletion timescale to be more rapid than
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dynamical timescales and assume an initial ““ canonical ÏÏ
CO abundance of 9.5] 10~5 relative to However, weH2.also consider in this study the recycling of CO back into the
gas phase using the cosmic-ray desorption rate proposed by
Hasegawa & Herbst (1993) and a CO adsorption energy

to the grain surface of 1210 K (Hasegawa, Herbst,E
D
(CO)

& Leung 1992). This is for a surface of while forSiO2,binding with a CO mantle Sandford & Allamandola (1990)
Ðnd to be 960 K. This is critical for the modelE

D
(CO)

because we have, following Hasegawa & Herbst (1993),
assumed a timescale for cosmic-ray desorption of speciestcrX given by

1
tcr(X)

\ 3 ] 10~7f17 exp
C[E

D
(X)

70
D

. (3)

Here is the cosmic-ray ionization rate in units of 10~17f17s~1 and is the adsorption energy in K of species X.E
D
(X)

Rough estimates suggest that ““ chemical ÏÏ desorption due to
molecular hydrogen formation (Willacy & Millar 1998)
appears to be less e†ective. Indeed, a recent theoretical
work by Takahashi & Williams (2000) has shown that the
chemical desorption of CO can occur on small grains with
sizes less than 20 but it is negligible on larger grains. AÓ,
crucial point in our discussion moreover is that we also
consider the analogous depletion of molecular nitrogen
assuming an initial fraction of 7.5 ] 10~5 (Meyer, Card-N2elli, & SoÐa 1997). This is a maximal value in that it is based
on nitrogen depletion measurements in di†use clouds. Criti-
cal for our model is also that we adopt a adsorptionN2energy of ¹787 K Bergin & Langer 1997[\0.65E

D
(CO) ;

based upon calculations of Sadlej et al. (1995)], consider-
ably lower than that for CO. The exponential dependence of
the cosmic-ray desorption rate above causes more e†ective
depletion of CO and gives rise to a layer where is theN2most abundant gas-phase species containing heavy ele-
ments and where is an abundant ion.N2H`

In a model of this type, one can write for the abundance
n(X) of species X (where X can be CO or relative toN2) H2that

n(X)\ n(X,O)] [ntot(X)[ n(X,O)] exp
A
[ t

t0

B
. (4)

Here is the total abundance of X in both gas andntot(X)
solid phase, n(X,O) is the steady state gas-phase abundance
given by and is the depletion time-ntot(X)/(1] tcr/tdep), tdepscale [where S is the sticking coefficient,1/[Sngr pgr v(X)] ngris the grain number density, v(X) is the thermal velocity of
X, and is the grain cross section]. The timescale ispgr t0simply We are assuming here that one(tdep tcr)/(tdep] tcr).

can neglect destruction of X due to either gas- or solid-
phase reactions.

This rather crude model of depletion has the advantage
that it can be rapidly computed as a function of density and
time. For the present purpose, we (as in CWT99) continue
the calculation until the time at which we reach a central
CO column density compatible with the observed C17O
column density toward the central dust peak in L1544. At
this point, as discussed by CWT99, the main contributions
to the observed CO column come from lower density fore-
ground and background material, while CO in the central
high-density peak is depleted to very low abundances. The
present calculations conÐrm this. Even though cosmic-ray
desorption is included, the central CO abundance is still
depleted by a factor of 103 (D30) if the WMA (BAP) density
structure is used. This also depends sensitively on E

D
(CO),

and indeed our results suggest that must be largerE
D
(CO)

than D900 K in order to have depletion in the central
region as observed (for the standard values of f and S ; see
Table 1). A similar result has also been found by Aikawa et
al. (2001), who cannot reproduce the observed ““ hole
structure ÏÏ in the CO column density if the grain surface is
covered by nonpolar ice [i.e., K].E

D
(CO)\ 960

Although the gas-phase chemistry in general has long
timescales, the ion chemistry is relatively rapid, and thus
one can expect in reasonable approximation that the abun-
dances of ionic species such as HCO`, etc., are givenN2H`,
by the steady state chemical equations using the instantane-
ous abundances of the neutral species, which are important
heavy element repositories. The timescale for the ““ ion
chemistry ÏÏ is expected to be determined by recombination
to species such as HCO` with a rate of wherebdiss n(e), bdissis the dissociative recombination rate and n(e) the electron
density. For ““ canonical estimates ÏÏ n(e) D 10~3 cm~3 and

cm3 s~1, we Ðnd a timescale of 30 yr for the ionbdissD 10~6
chemistry, which is much less than depletion timescales.
Thus, one can compute HCO` in terms of the instantane-
ous CO abundance and in terms of the instantane-N2H`
ous abundance.N2Analogously, the electron fraction x(e) can be computed
in terms of global estimates for the molecular and metallic
ions and using the same instantaneous abundances for CO,

etc., in the gas phase. The approach we have adopted isN2,a simpliÐed version of the reaction scheme of Umebayashi
& Nakano (1990). Thus, we compute a generic abundance
of molecular ions ““ mH` ÏÏ assuming formation due to
proton transfer with and destruction by dissociativeH3`recombination with electrons and recombination on grain
surfaces (using rates from Draine & Sutin 1987). The abun-
dance of is calculated considering formation as a conse-H3`quence of cosmic-ray ionization of molecular hydrogen and

TABLE 1

PARAMETERS OF THE ““ BEST-FIT ÏÏ MODELS

Parameter Standard Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

Density distribution . . . . . . WMA WMA BAP WMA BAP
f (s~1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.3 ] 10~17 5.0 ] 10~19 1.3 ] 10~18 6.0 ] 10~18 5.0 ] 10~18
E

D
(CO) (K) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1210 960 1210 1210 1210

E
D
(N2) (K) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 787 600 600 787 787

E
D
(O) (K) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 600 600

amin (cm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ] 10~6 2.5 ] 10~5 1.0 ] 10~5 5.0 ] 10~6 1.0]10~6
S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.0 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.1
s2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.7 6.7 1.6 5.4
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destruction by proton transfer with heavy molecules
(essentially CO and here) as well as due to the processesN2mentioned above for molecular ions. We also consider
metal ions M` formed by charge transfer and (including the
equation for charge neutrality) solve a cubic equation for
the electron abundance.

In similar fashion, we have computed the instantaneous
[DCO`]/[HCO`] (and ratios assuming[N2D`]/[N2H`])
that the respective deuterated species form by proton trans-
fer from Thus, we express the abundance ratioH2D`.

asR
D

\ [DCO`]/[HCO`]

R
D

\ 1
3

k1 x(HD)
k
e
x(e)] k2 x(m)] k3 x(gr)

. (5)

In the above, is the rate for production of due tok1 H2D`
reaction of HD with is the rate for dissociativeH3`, k

erecombination of is the rate coefficient forH2D`, k2 H3`(and destruction with neutral species, and is theH2D`) k3rate for recombination of on grain surfaces (DraineH2D`
& Sutin 1987) ; x(HD) is the HD abundance relative to H2taken to be 3 ] 10~5 (Linsky et al. 1995) ; x(m), a function of
the amount of depletion, is a weighted average over neutral
molecules that can undergo proton transfer with andH3`,
x(gr) is the grain abundance by number. The latter has been
computed (as has using an MRN (Mathis, Rumpl, &k3)Nordsieck 1977) distribution with lower cuto† radius

(in standard case) and upper cuto† of 0.25 km.amin\ 100 A�
This treatment ignores e†ects due to atomic deuterium
(Dalgarno & Lepp 1984) and moreover assumes that all
deuterium enrichment originates in (rather than, e.g.,H2D`

However, it improves on equation (1) of CWT98CH2D`).
in that it treats the depletion [via x(m)] in consistent fashion
and considers the e†ect of recombination on grains. From
equation (5) it is clear that an increase of depletion boosts
the deuterium fractionation. In fact, depletion causes a drop
in the and destruction rates and a rise in theH2D` H3`formation rate, via due to the largerH2D` H3` ] HD,

abundance. The net result is a larger abun-H3` H2D` /H3`dance ratio and a consequently more efficient deuterium
fractionation.

In Figure 4, we show the dependence on radius of various
ionic and molecular abundances predicted by our standard
models Ðtting the central CO column density of L1544 (left
panels assume the density structure Ðt to the results of
WMA; right panels were obtained assuming the density
structure deduced by BAP). The top panels show predicted
depletion factors for CO and The bottom panels showsN2.the electron fraction and the predicted abundances for the
various ionic species observed by us. We stress that this is
not our ““ best-Ðt ÏÏ model (see ° 3.2.2), but it illustrates
several features of our results.

We note Ðrst the rapid increase of the CO depletion
factor with decreasing radius ; i.e., the gaseous CO abun-
dance is reduced to a value of order 10~3 (0.03) of the
““ canonical value ÏÏ of 10~4 relative to in the constant-H2density central region, using WMA (BAP) density values.
This contrasts with which (although itself depleted)N2,becomes the most abundant heavy molecule in the center. It
is the rapid variation of these quantities as a function of
density that renders necessary a consideration of abundance
variations along the line of sight and hence radially. Also
shown in Figure 4 are the variations of the DCO` and
HCO` abundances. Their ratio increases by roughly(R

D
)

FIG. 4.ÈDependence on radius of the depletion factor for CO and(f
D
)

(top panels), electron fraction and various ionic species (bottom panels)N2for the ““ standard model ÏÏ (see Table 1 for input parameters) using the
density distribution found by WMA (left panels) and BAP (right panels).

an order of magnitude from 0.04 (0.04) to 0.7 (0.35), using
WMA (BAP) parameters, between the edge and center of
our model.

The variation in ion densities shown in the bottom panel
of Figure 4 reÑects the behavior of the depleted species in
the two standard models. Thus, in a WMA core, HCO`
abundance is strongly reduced in the center because of CO
depletion, whereas DCO` shows a rather Ñat dependence
due to the increase of the deuterium fractionation with
increasing A similar behavior is present for thef

D
. N2H`

and abundances, with the consequence that andN2D` R
Dbecome greater than 1 in the innermost[N2D`]/[N2H`]

parts of the core. In a BAP core, the lower density causes
less efficient CO and depletion and much shallower pro-N2Ðles for HCO` and fractional abundances. The ionsN2H`
plotted in the Ðgure are ““ major ions ÏÏ at all radii (except
that becomes abundant in the central region underH3`some circumstances), suggesting that for depleted high-
density cores, the sum of the observed molecular ion abun-
dances may give a good estimate of the electron abundance.
This is a great simpliÐcation relative to ““ normal cores,ÏÏ
where ““ metal ions ÏÏ have comparatively high abundances.
Our calculations suggest that in high-density depleted
cores, the depletion of ““ metals ÏÏ (assumed here to behave
like CO) is likely to be so large that this complication
becomes negligible. We have used an initial metal abun-
dance about 1 order of magnitude lower than that mea-
sured in di†use clouds, as is usual (““ low metals ÏÏ) in
chemical models of dense clouds (e.g., Prasad & Huntress
1982 ; Herbst & Leung 1989 ; Graedel, Langer, & Frerking
1982 ; Lee et al. 1996).

The most convincing aspect of our model is that it quali-
tatively explains the enhancement of in the center ofN2D`
L1544, close to the depletion peak. Thus, it explains the
higher degree of fractionation of deuterium in asN2D`
compared with HCO`. It also explains roughly the di†ering
depletions observed for CO, and HCO`. In fact, asN2H`,
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discussed in the next section, the qualitative features of the
model are in excellent agreement with observation. The
pattern that ions and deuterated species peak close to dust
emission maxima appears to be a general feature (P. Caselli
et al. 2002, in preparation) of nearby cores and suggests that
the model presented here has wider applications than to
L1544.

3.2.2. T he Best-Fit Model

Several model calculations have been performed to Ðnd
the ““ best Ðt model ÏÏ, i.e., the model that best reproduces
observed column densities at the peak of L1544. We started
with a ““ standard ÏÏ cloud model, where f\ 1.3] 10~17
s~1, the CO binding energy K (HasegawaE

D
(CO)\ 1210

et al. 1992), the binding energy K, theN2 E
D
(N2)\ 787

minimum radius of dust grains cm, and theamin\ 10~6
sticking coefficient S \ 1.0 (see Table 1). Two density dis-
tributions (from WMA and BAP) were considered, and the
above parameters were varied until the quantity

s2 \ ;
i/1

4 G 1
p
Nobs(i)

[Nobs(i)[ Nmod(i)]
H2

(6)

was minimized. In equation (6), and are theNobs(i) Nmod(i)observed and model-calculated column densities of HCO`,
DCO`, and at the L1544 ““molecular peak.ÏÏN2H`, N2D`
The parameter is the uncertainty associated withp

Nobs(i)which has been assumed here to be a 30% error.Nobs(i),Thus, we assume the errors in our column density determi-
nation to be dominated by systematic e†ects such as those
caused by our summary treatment of the radiation transfer.

The column density dependence as a function of impact
parameter b predicted by the two ““ best-Ðt ÏÏ models (for the
two density distributions) can then be compared with those
observed. We have made azimuthal averages of our
observed column densities using averages within bins
deÐned by i\ b \ i] 20, with i\ 0, 20, 40, . . . arcsec, with
the exception of the value at b \ 0. This is shown in Figure
5, where large symbols represent the average column
density inside the corresponding bin (symbols mark the
upper edge of each bin). One sees that there is considerable
scatter as indeed one can expect given the elongated nature
of the maps. This is in particular the case for whereN2H`,
the ““ mean ÏÏ calculated in this fashion may clearly be mis-
leading. One sees nevertheless that the distributions become
clearly more peaked going from CO (Ñat) to N2D`.

In Figure 6, the observed column density proÐles are
compared with those predicted by four models compatible
with the peak column densities. The parameters used in
these models are reported in Table 1, together with the s2
estimates using equation (6). To understand our results, it is
useful to recall that we need to assume high degrees of CO
depletion in order to explain the CO and HCO` column
densities. A certain amount of nitrogen depletion is also
needed to explain Such low gas-phase molecularN(N2H`).
abundances cause extremely high degrees of D fractiona-
tion, however, with the model expectation for, e.g.,
[DCO`]/[HCO`], higher than unity in the dense depleted
central regions. This then causes difficulty in explaining the
abundances of and The range of parametersN2D` N2H`.
in Table 1 demonstrates that the peak column densities on
their own give only partial constraints on the chemical
models.

Figure 6, however, shows that the extent of the emission
in the various ions is also an important constraint. In

FIG. 5.ÈColumn density ( Ðlled circles) vs. impact parameter for ( from
top to bottom) CO, HCO`, DCO`, and White symbols areN2H`, N2D`.
average column densities inside the corresponding bin, with the exception
of only the value at b \ 0 (see text).
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FIG. 6.ÈColumn density proÐles predicted by the ““ best-Ðt ÏÏ models
(solid curves) and deduced from observations (dotted curves). Left panels
refer to models with a volume density proÐle from WMA (model 1),
whereas models shown in right panels assume the L1544 density proÐle
from BAP (model 2).

models 1 and 2 (Table 1), for example, the model half-width
for is much too small. While this could be partiallyN2H`
due to our azimuthal averaging (see Fig. 5), it is also the
case that the cosmic-ray ionization rate has been chosen to
have values in models 1 and 2 more than an order of magni-
tude lower than in the standard model, and the result is that

is much too small at large radii.N(N2H`)
A way of improving the agreement between observations

and model predictions is to more efficiently deplete CO
outside the core center (to increase the columnN2H`
density at b [ 0). This can be done by increasing the CO
binding energy and thus reducing the efficiency of cosmic-
rayÈinduced desorption. However, this also causes an
increase in deuterium fractionation, which is not observed.
As discussed in ° 2.4.1, [DCO`]/[HCO`] is observed to
have rather low values at high impact parameters. This
suggests that reactions other than with CO and act toN2reduce the abundance. We therefore postulate theH2D`
existence of a volatile neutral species that will remain in the
gas phase when CO is depleted and that has a proton affin-
ity permitting transfer of a proton from H3`.

This species needs to be abundant (at least as abundant
as CO) to e†ectively keep the deuterium fractionation low
in those regions where CO is signiÐcantly depleted. One
possibility may be atomic oxygen, which is predicted to be
quite abundant in dense clouds (e.g., Lee et al. 1996 ; Bergin
et al. 2000 ; Viti et al. 2001), and observations have recently
conÐrmed these predictions (Caux et al. 1999 ; Vestel et al.
2000). Its binding energy onto a dust grain covered with
water ice is thought to be a factor of about 1.5 smaller than
that of CO D 800 K; Tielens & Allamandola 1987].[E

D
(O)

We have therefore run several models that include atomic
oxygen in the chemistry, with di†erent values of andE

D
(O),

determine the s2 and column density proÐles in the same
fashion as before. These results are shown in Figure 7 and
correspond to models 3 and 4 of Table 1. One sees that
model 3 in particular gives a reasonable Ðt, although the
DCO` column density proÐle is still somewhat deviant.

FIG. 7.ÈColumn density proÐles predicted by the ““ best-Ðt ÏÏ models
with atomic oxygen (solid curves) and observed (dotted curves). As in Fig. 6,
left panels refer to models with volume density proÐle from WMA (model
3), whereas right panels show models with density proÐles from BAP
(model 4). The inclusion of atomic oxygen in the gas phase furnishes a
better agreement with observed molecular ion column densities at the dust
peak and with observed column density proÐles.

Both models 3 and 4 require an oxygen binding energy of
D600 K.

Using the ““ best-Ðt ÏÏ models in Table 1, namely, models 1
and 3, we determined the variation of the electron fraction
with cloud radius r. Figure 8 shows the fractional abun-
dance of electrons, HCO`, DCO`, and asN2H`, N2D`,
well as the depletion factor as a function of r. Model 3f

D(the best-Ðt model) predicts a abundance[N2D`]/[N2H`]
ratio equal to D0.4 at radius r D 2500 AU. Both models
show x(e) between D10~9 at r D 2500 AU [n(H2)D 106
cm~3) and D10~8 at r D 104 AU few] 104[n(H2) \ a
cm~3). In these models, the dependence of x(e) on gas
density is approximately given byn(H2)

x(e) \ 6.3] 10~6n(H2)~0.64 (7)

in model 1, and

x(e) \ 5.2] 10~6n(H2)~0.56 (8)

in model 3. These estimates are roughly an order of magni-
tude lower than the standard relation between x(e) and

McKee 1989]. In othern(H2) [x(e) \ 1.3] 10~5n(H2)~0.5 ;
words, our results are compatible with electron fractions
only a factor of order 3 higher than the lower limits based
on the inferred HCO` abundance in the nucleus of L1544.
Such low electron fractions are linked to the depletion of
metals, which, being positively charged, directly a†ect the
electron budget of cloud cores. We use an initial abundance
of metals 10 times lower than in the standard relation
quoted above, and this causes the di†erence in the coeffi-
cient (see ° 3.2.1). The di†erence in the exponent is to be
attributed to the further metal depletion inside the core. If
larger initial metal abundances are used, x(e) increases at
the outer edges of the core, but it does not signiÐcantly
change at the core center where metal abundances are negli-
gible because of depletion. In this case, a steeper slope in the
x(e)- relation is obtained. We caution that these esti-n(H2)mates have large uncertainty as the di†erences in the
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FIG. 8.ÈRadial proÐles of fractional abundances of electrons, HCO`,
DCO`, and predicted by model 1 (top panel) and 3 (bottomN2H`, N2D`
panel ; see Table 1). Dashed curves represent the depletion factor. Electron
fractions are about 1 order of magnitude lower than deduced from
““ standard ÏÏ chemical models without depletion. This a†ects the dynamical
evolution of prestellar cores by shortening the ambipolar di†usion time-
scale.

models of Table 1 show. Our approach to inferring molecu-
lar ion densities as a function of radius is questionable, and
the real geometry is nonspherically symmetric. There are
additionally many uncertainties in the chemistry. Neverthe-
less, we conclude tentatively that the ““ standard
relationship ÏÏ may give a considerable overestimate of the
electron fraction in L1544. This has consequences for the
ambipolar di†usion timescale.

In the central portion of L1544, ionization degrees on the
order of 10~9 imply an ambipolar di†usion timescale of
roughly 2.5 ] 1013x(e)\ 2.5] 104 yr (see Spitzer 1978 and
Shu et al. 1987), comparable to the free-fall timescale at
densities of D106 cm~3. This is consistent with the view
that within the central region (see Ciolek & Basu 2000,
2001), conditions are ““ supercritical,ÏÏ and the core is rapidly
developing toward a situation where it will collapse.
However, the ““ caveats ÏÏ noted above mean that one needs
to test this conclusion with observations capable of better
delineating the structure of the high-density nucleus of
L1544.

3.2.3. Chemical Problems with the Best-Fit Model

There are some problems related with the existence of
atomic oxygen in the gas phase that need to be clariÐed. In
our models, the large abundance of gaseous O is due to the

low value of and to the cosmic-ray desorptionE
D
(O)

mechanism, which allows a prompt return of this species to
the gas phase once adsorbed onto grain surfaces. We are
neglecting here the fact that the reactions of atomic oxygen
with necessary to reduce deuterium fractionation willH3`also produce water and OH in the gas phase, which can
then deplete out onto grains, although only a small fraction
of O (\0.01) will be lost owing to this process (e.g., Lee et al.
1996). An important consequence of the reaction isH3` ] O
that becomes the most abundant molecular ion inH3O`
the depleted core at cm~3, as[x(H3O`) D 10~9 n(H2) D 106
found also by Aikawa et al. 2001]. However, the destruction
rate of atomic oxygen through reactions with isH3` (rH3`

)
signiÐcantly slower than the O accretion rate onto dust
grains This means that if the accreted O will not be(rdust).6completely processed onto grain surfaces through, say,
hydrogenation leading to water, between successive cosmic-
ray bombardments, we expect a fraction of free oxygen to be
maintained in the gas phase. Proving the validity of these
assumptions is outside the scope of this paper, but we
consider brieÑy the likely chemistry of atomic O on grain
surfaces.

Following Hasegawa & Herbst (1993 ; see Jura, &Le� ger,
Omont 1985), if the major source of nonthermal grain
heating is due to Fe nuclei with energies of 20È70 MeV
nucleon~1, the time interval between successive cosmic-ray
impacts is about 106 yr. If the fractional abundance of
atomic oxygen is D10~4 and n(H)D 1 cm~3 as gas-phase
models of dense clouds predict at steady state for f\ 10~17
s~1 (e.g., Lee et al. 1996), T \ 10 K, and cm~3,n(H2)D 105
then the O and H accretion rates are D4 ] 10~5 and
1 ] 10~5 s~1, respectively ; i.e., between two cosmic-ray
bombardments about 109 O and 3 ] 108 H atoms can
accrete on the surface of a grain. Assuming that hydrogen
can quickly move on the grain surface (from the laboratory
work of Katz et al. 1999, the H di†usion rate on silicate
grains is about 2 ] 10~4 s~1, much larger than the cosmic-
ray heating rate), a fraction between 15% and 30% of
surface O will be hydrogenated and transformed in OH and

The rest of the O atoms may form but obser-H2O. O2,vations have shown that this is probably not the main
repository of oxygen in either the solid (Vandenbussche et
al. 1999) or gas phase (Goldsmith et al. 2000). It is thus
possible that a large fraction of atomic oxygen remains
unreacted on the grain before the next cosmic ray will
release it back in the gas phase.

It is relevant in this context that the detailed gas grain
chemical-dynamical model of L1544, presented by Aikawa
et al. (2001 ; which includes depletion onto dust grains but
no surface processing of accreted species) predicts large O
fractions across the core [from D10~4 at cm~3n(H2)D 105
to a few ]10~5 at 106 cm~3, similar to our results]. This is
in their ““ fast-collapse ÏÏ model, which Ðts the observed CCS
and CO distributions. Our model is crude compared with
that of Aikawa et al. (2001), but nevertheless both models
reproduce the observed features quite well, proving the
validity of our chemical assumptions in ° 3.2.1. There are
some di†erences between the two models concerning the

6 At a density of D106È105 cm~3, our best-Ðt model predicts x(H3`) D
so that cm~3 s~1,(1È2)] 10~10, rH3̀

\ k(H3`)x(H3`)n(H2)D (1È2) ] 10~14
where the rate coefficient cm3 s~1. For the O accretion rate,kH3`

D 10~9
assuming a unity sticking coefficient and dust grains of 10~5 cm in size,

cm~3, implying atrdust D 10~17n(H2) rdust/rH3`
D 50È100 n(H2) \ 105È106

cm~3, respectively.
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prediction of and abundances. In Aikawa etN2H` N2D`
al. (2001), the calculated column densities of the two species
are smaller than those observed by about an order of mag-
nitude, perhaps due to uncertainties in the formationN2mechanism. We ““ avoid ÏÏ this problem by simply starting
the chemistry with all the available nitrogen already in the
form of gas-phase (° 3.2.1), thus reproducing theN2observed and column density variations (seeN2H` N2D`
model 3 in Fig. 6).

4. CONCLUSIONS

An important result of this study is that showsN2H`
more deuterium fractionation toward the dust emission
peak of L1544 than HCO` (models without depletion gra-
dients expect [DCO`]/[HCO`]\ [N2D`]/[N2H`] ;
Rodgers & Charnley 2001). We suspect that the high degree
of deuteration observed in ammonia (see et al. 2000 ;Tine�
Roue† et al. 2000 ; Shah & Wootten 2001) in some cores can
be best explained by a model similar to that which we have
adopted. Ammonia, like is easily produced fromN2H`, N2(see Rodgers & Charnley 2001) and is therefore likely to be
relatively abundant in the depleted region. The compact
nature of ““ ammonia cores ÏÏ is naturally explained if this is
the case (Tafalla et al. 2002).

We have attempted to obtain density estimates for the
regions within the L1544 core giving rise to the observed
DCO` and emission. We obtain in this wayN2H` (N2D`)
values between 105 and 106 cm~3, consistent with the
general idea that we are observing selectively the high-
density layers. The results from DCO` suggest densities as
high as 106 cm~3 consistent with the values inferred from
dust emission and absorption. However, lower values are
obtained based on our and data. This is sur-N2H` N2D`
prising, and we are presently unsure of the explanation. The
observed spatial distribution suggests that andN2H`

reside in higher density layers than DCO`. TheN2D`
reasons for this discrepancy could have to do with the iso-
thermal assumption that we have made based on our C18O
and results. Attempts to simulate the dust emissionNH3from L1544 (Zucconi et al. 2001 ; Evans et al. 2001) have
shown that there is probably a substantial fallo† in dust
temperature from the center to the edge with values of order
7 K in the nucleus. At densities above 105 cm~3 &(Kru� gel
Walmsley 1984) gas and dust temperatures are probably
coupled, and hence there may be a gradient in the gas tem-
perature too (see also Goldsmith 2001). This should be
taken into account in future studies.

We have developed a crude model of the ion chemistry in
the core of L1544. This simulates the observed depletion
and can reproduce the observed dependence of the column
densities of species such as HCO`, andN2H`, N2D`,
DCO` as a function of o†set. The main advantage of this is
that it allows us in objective fashion to consider the relative

contributions to observed column densities from the high-
density depleted nucleus and the lower density foreground
(background) gas. There are large uncertainties in both the
input to the chemistry and the process of inferring radial
dependences of molecular abundances from the obser-
vations. One interesting result is that we get the best Ðt to
the observed deuterium fractionation in models in which
atomic oxygen is allowed to remain with an abundance of
order 10~4 in the gas phase. There are some problems
associated with this, but one needs more detailed models of
both the surface- and gas-phase chemistry to test this. It
does have an observational consequence, which is that

becomes a major ion toward the dust peak, in agree-H3O`
ment with numerical chemical models of Aikawa et al.
(2001).

Applying this model, we Ðnd that the ionization degree in
L1544 is likely to be an order of magnitude smaller than
estimated using ““ canonical formulae ÏÏ existing in the liter-
ature, mainly because of the reduced metal abundances. The
result is a tentative Ðnding because we have difficulty in
Ðtting the observed abundances as a function of o†set in
L1544 and in particular the observed degree of D fractiona-
tion. However, our estimates for ionization degree do not
vary greatly when one compares the di†erent models that
give an adequate Ðt to the observed column density dis-
tributions. We conclude that in the case of L1544, the ion-
ization degree is lower, and hence the ambipolar di†usion
timescale is shorter. Our estimated timescale is of the same
order as the free-fall time consistent with the idea that the
nucleus of the L1544 core is on the verge of dynamical
collapse.

A Ðnal point to emphasize is that in models without
atomic oxygen, or where O also experiences strong deple-
tion, the main ion in the highly depleted region is soH3`,
that the mean mass of positive ions decreases from D30 (in
the ““ canonical ÏÏ undepleted case, where the representative
ion is HCO`) to D3. This has the consequence of further
reducing the ambipolar timescale, owing to a drop in the
drag coefficient, by a factor of 7È8 (D. Galli 2001, personal
communication).

Other cores may yield di†erent results, and the e†ects of
the possible temperature gradient mentioned above need to
be taken into account. Finally, it will be important in future
studies to take into account a more realistic geometry
(nonspherically symmetric) than we have done.

The authors are grateful to the referee, Neal Evans, for
useful comments and suggestions. P. C. and C. M. W. wish
to acknowledge travel support from ASI grants 66-96 and
98-116 as well as from the MURST project ““ Dust and Mol-
ecules in Astrophysical Environments.ÏÏ We are grateful to
Daniele Galli for providing the subroutine for the calcu-
lation of the electron fraction.

APPENDIX A

COLUMN DENSITY DETERMINATION

In addition to the LVG calculations, we also used the following expressions to determine the total column density. For
optically thick transitions,

Ntot\
8n3@2*v

2J ln 2j3A
g
l

g
u

q
1 [ exp ([hl/kTex)

Qrot
g
l
exp ([E

l
/kTex)

, (A1)
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where *v is the line width, j and l are the wavelength and frequency of the observed transition, respectively, A is the Einstein
coefficient, and are the statistical weight of the lower and upper levels, q is the optical depth, h is Planck constant, isg

l
g
u

Tex7the excitation temperature (assumed the same for all rotational levels), is the partition function, is the energy of theQrot E
llower level, and k is Boltzmann constant. For linear molecules (as those observed in this paper),

Qrot \ ;
J/0

=
(2J ] 1) exp ([E

J
/kT ) , (A2)

E
J
\ J(J ] 1)hB , (A3)

where J is the rotational quantum number and B is the rotational constant. For rotational transitions with hyperÐne
structure [e.g., (1È0) and (2È1)], q refers to the total optical depth (given by the sum of the peak optical depths ofN2H` N2D`
all the hyperÐne components) and *v to the intrinsic line width. The error on is given by propagating the errors on *v, q,Ntotand in equation (A1).TexIf a line is optically thin and all the rotational levels are characterized by the same excitation temperature theTex,expression of the total column density becomes

Ntot\
8nW
j3A

g
l

g
u

1
Jl(Tex)[ Jl(Tbg)

1
1 [ exp ([hl/kTex)

Qrot
g
l
exp ([E

l
/kTex)

, (A4)

where W is the integrated intensity of the line for a Gaussian line, with main-beam(W \ n1@2/[2( ln 2)1@2]*vTmb, Tmb 4
brightness temperature) ; and are the equivalent Rayleigh-Jeans excitation and background temperatures. TheJl(Tex) Jl(Tbg)integrated intensity of each line has been measured by integrating over a velocity range determined by (1) summing all the
spectra in the map, (2) Ðnding the rms or the 1 p level of the noise in the o†-line channels of the sum spectrum, and (3)
including in the velocity range for integration (at zero level) all the channels in the line that are above the 1 p level determined
in step (2). For the calculation of the total column density, only those positions with have been considered isW /p

W
º 3 (p

Wthe error on W , determined by the expression where is the spectral resolution in km s~1 andp
W

\ *vresrms(Nch)1@2, *vres Nchis the number of channels in the integrated area). The error on is simply given by The parameters usedNtot p
Ntot

\ p
W

Ntot/W .
to determine for each species are listed in Table A1.Ntot

A1. DCO` and HCO`

As we saw in ° 2.2.1, an LVG statistical equilibrium code has been used to estimate number density and DCO` column
density from observed DCO` (3È2) and (2È1) lines. To quantify the uncertainties in column density estimates from statistical
equilibrium (SE) calculations due to the unknown DCO` fractional abundance and number density, we Ðrst determinedH2DCO` column densities from the SE code and a least-squares method applied to model calculated data points. To do this, the
SE program was run for di†erent values of number density (between 103 and 106 cm~3) and DCO` fractional abundancesH2(between 10~12 and 10~9). Each run furnishes a value of q, and of the Ðrst four rotational transitions of DCO`Tex, Tmbtogether with the DCO` column density divided by line width. Then, a least-squares method was applied to these model data
points to Ðnd general expressions for estimating N(DCO`) once the brightness temperature of the J \ 2È1 line andTmb(2~1)the W [DCO`(3È2)]/W [DCO`(2È1)] integrated intensity ratio are known from observations. However, this gives(4R

W
)

N(DCO`) values with associated errors greater than 30% so we decided to Ðrst determine the excitation(N/pN \ 3),
temperature and the optical depth of the J \ 2È1 line using the least-squares method, which gives[Tex(2h1)] [q(2h1)]

Tex(2h1)\ a1] a2 log R
W

] a3 Tmb(2È1) , (A5)

log q(2h1)\ b1] b2(log R
W

)2] b3 log [Tmb(2È1)] , (A6)

with and Second, wea1\ 11.3 ^ 0.1, a2 \ 10.3 ^ 0.2, a3\ [0.05^ 0.01, b1\ [0.2^ 0.1, b2\ 2.0^ 0.5, b3\ 1.0^ 0.1.

TABLE A1

MOLECULAR PARAMETERS USED TO CALCULATE Ntot
B k *vres

Transition (MHz) (D) (km s~1) Nch
N2D` (2È1) . . . . . . . . . 38554.719 3.4 0.038 275
HC18O` (1È0) . . . . . . 42581.21 3.9 0.034 17
H13CO` (1È0) . . . . . . 43377.32 3.9 0.034 25
HC17O` (1È0) . . . . . . 43528.933 3.9 0.067 6
N2H` (1È0) . . . . . . . . . 46586.867 3.4 0.063 75
C18O (1È0) . . . . . . . . . . 54891.420 0.11 0.027 33
C17O (1È0) . . . . . . . . . . 56179.990 0.11 0.026 72
D13CO` (2È1) . . . . . . 35366.712 3.9 0.041 14
DCO` (2È1) . . . . . . . . 36019.76 3.9 0.041 22
DCO` (3È2) . . . . . . . . 36019.76 3.9 0.054 13

drops from D9 K toward the map peak, at o†set (20A, [20A) and two adjacent positions, to K at larger distances from the peak.7 Tex [7
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assumed for all rotational levels, and we Ðnally calculate N using expressions (A4) or (A1) in Appendix A,Tex \Tex(2h1)depending on the value of the optical depth less than or greater than 0.5, respectively]. Only positions inside the[q(2h1)half-maximum contour of the DCO` (2È1) integrated intensity map have been included in this calculation to exclude
low-sensitivity spectra from the analysis. The particular form of these expressions was chosen because of the relatively low s2.
If from equation (A6) was estimated from the radiative transfer equationq/pq \ 3, q(2h1)

q\ [log
C
1 [ Tmb

Jl(Tex) [ Jl(Tbg)
D

, (A7)

where and are the equivalent Rayleigh-Jeans excitation and background temperatures and is given byJl(Tex) Jl(Tbg) Texequation (A5). Finally, if the resultant \ 3, was Ðxed to 7 K, its mean value,7 and q was estimated from equationN/pN Tex(A7). K was also assumed for all the positions outside the half-maximum contour of the DCO` (2È1) integratedTex\ 7
intensity map, where equations (A5) and (A6) cannot be applied because of the poor estimate. In the particular case of theR

W(20A, [20A) o†set position, the optically thin D13CO` (2È1) line was used to estimate the DCO` column density, assuming
the same excitation temperature found for the DCO` (2È1) line. We note that the di†erent approaches used in estimating column
densities do not change the results by more than a factor of 2. However, it is important to estimate the optical depth of the line
before determining the column density. For example, in the case of o†set (20A, [20A) where the DCO` (2È1) line has one of
the largest values of optical depth (D2), (1) the SE calculation together with equation (A1) give N(DCO`) \ (4^ 1) ] 1012
cm~2, (2) the use of K and equation (B3) gives q\ 1.7^ 0.2 and N(DCO`) \ (2.0^ 0.2)] 1012 cm~2, and (3) the useTex\ 7
of D13CO` (2È1) leads to N(DCO`)\ (4.0^ 0.3)] 1012 cm~2. If the optical depth of the DCO` (2È1) line is not taken into
account, one obtains N(DCO`)\ [(9.6^ 0.2)È(10.2^ 0.2)]] 1011 cm~2, if K, respectively.Tex\ 7È9

For the determination of the HCO` column density, the excitation temperature was assumed equal to that found for
DCO`. We used the optically thin HC18O` (1È0) line, if available, and the H13CO` (1È0) line in all other positions. The
passage from N(HC18O`) and N(H13CO`) to N(HCO`) was made by multiplying the former quantities by 560 and 77,
respectively, based on the [16O]/[18O] and [12C]/[13C] abundance ratios in the local interstellar medium (Wilson & Rood
1994).

The optical depth of H13CO` (1È0) was calculated from equation (B3). As in the case of DCO`, equation (A4) or (A1) was
used, depending on the value of q. It is interesting to note that the resultant q in many positions is less than 0.5 ; i.e., H13CO`
(1È0) is mostly optically thin and thinner than the DCO` (2È1) line in the central part of the core. However, the proÐle of
H13CO` (1È0) suggests the existence of absorption by a low-density foreground layer (see Tafalla et al. 1998 ; Williams et al.
1999), which may cause a decrease in the brightness temperature and, consequently, in the line optical depth (see eq. [B3]).
The three hyperÐne components of the HC17O` (1È0) transition detected at o†set (20A, [20A), and shown in Dore, Cazzoli, &
Caselli (2001) together with their recent measurement in the laboratory, allowed us to check the thickness of the HC18O`
(1È0) line. Assuming K, the excitation temperature found from DCO` data at the same position, we Ðnd N(HC18O`)/Tex\ 9
N(HC17O`)\ 4.2^ 0.4, quite close to the [18O]/[17O] ratio (\3.65 ; Penzias 1981) expected in optically thin conditions.

The determination of the HCO` column density starting from H13CO` is a†ected by an additional complication, i.e., the
presence of 13C fractionation in cold and dense gas (e.g., Smith & Adams 1984) due to the exothermic reaction :

13C`] 12CO] 12C`] 13CO] *E ,

with *E/k \ 35 K (Watson 1977). In optically thin conditions, the N(H13CO`) /N(HC18O`) column density ratio should be
equal to the product of [13C]/[12C] and [16O]/[18O] abundance ratios (D7). In L1544, N(H13CO`)/N(HC18O`) ranges
from 3 (at o†set [80A, [80A]) to 7 (at o†set [40A, [80A]), with an average value of 4^ 1. It is thus always lower than the local
interstellar medium value, suggesting that 13C fractionation is not signiÐcantly a†ecting our conclusions. However, given that
H13CO` (1È0) is probably a†ected by foreground absorption, it is extremely hard to estimate the e†ects of 13C fractionation.
From the current data we determined the W [H13CO` (1È0)]/W [HC18O` (1È0)] integrated intensity ratio and found an
average value of 4 ^ 1, smaller than the value expected in optically thin conditions and no 13C fractionation. This result
suggests that optical depth e†ects on the H13CO` (1È0) line are in any case predominant.

A2. CO

For the CO column density, we used C17O (1È0), when available, and C18O (1È0) in the other positions assuming Tex\ 10
K (° 2.1), [17O]/[16O]\ 2044, and [17O]/[16O]\ 560 (Wilson & Rood 1994 ; Penzias 1981). C17O (1È0) has (well resolved)
hyperÐne components with relative intensity ratios consistent with optically thin emission, whereas C18O (1È0) has a
moderate optical depth (q between 0.5 and 1), based on the comparison between the W [C18O (1È0)] /W [C17O (1[0)]
integrated intensity ratio and the [18O]/[17O] abundance ratio in the local interstellar medium. Following Myers et al.
(1983), we derive

Tmb[C18O (1È0)]
Tmb[C17O (1È0)]

\ 3.65
1 [ exp ([q18)

q18
, (A8)

where is the main-beam brightness temperature of line i and is the C18O (1È0) optical depth. Once is knownTmb(i) q18 q18from the above equation, the excitation temperature of the C18O line can be determined from the radiative transfer equation,

Tex\
hl/k

ln [hl/kJl(Tex) ] 1]
, (A9)
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where l is the frequency of the C18O (1È0) line. The variation in from point to point in the map is not signiÐcant,Texconsidering the errors, and we assumed a constant value of (\10 K) given by the weighted mean of the excitationTextemperature in the observed positions. As in the case of N(DCO`) and N(H13CO`), when q[ 0.5, the C18O column density
has been calculated using equation (A1).

andA3. N2H` N2D`

The observed (1È0) and (2È1) lines present hyperÐne structure due to the interaction between the molecularN2H` N2D`
electric Ðeld gradient and the electric quadrupole moments of the two nitrogen nuclei. The J \ 1 ] 0 line of is split inN2H`
seven components (see Caselli, Myers, & Thaddeus 1995), whereas (2È1) has 38 hyperÐnes that partially overlapN2D`
because of line broadening.

We Ðrst determined the intrinsic line width, total optical depth, and excitation temperature from the hyperÐne structure
(hfs) Ðtting procedure applied to high-sensitivity spectra (selected by requiring W being the intensity integratedW /p

W
[ 20,

under the seven hyperÐne components). In fact, the optical depth determination becomes more and more uncertain with
increasing spectral rms, which can alter the relative intensities of the components and thus crucially a†ect q estimates.
Therefore, it is important to have clear detections of the seven components before attempting an hfs Ðt.

However, even in the presence of high-sensitivity spectra one can encounter problems if the transition is very thick (qº 30)
because the CLASS Ðt procedure is limited to q values smaller than 30. In these cases, it is convenient to estimate the N2H`
(1È0) optical depth from the thinnest component (the lowest frequency line ; see Caselli et al. 1995) assumingF1, F\ 1,0] 1,1
a certain value of (e.g., the mean value, which in L1544 is 5 K) and using equation (B3). The hfs Ðt givesTex STexT,
q\ 30Èwith a suspiciously low associated error (D0.1)Èin four positions of the L1544 (1È0) map (o†sets [40A, [40A],N2H`
[20A, [40A], [40A, [60A], and [20A, [60A]). For these spectra, the use of equation (B3) with K conÐrms the presenceTex \ 5
of high optical depth (¹30). In these cases, we used the integrated intensity of the ““ weak ÏÏ and moderately thick (q1,0h1,1¹ 1)

component to determine the total column density from equation (A4). Although this may underesti-F1, F\ 1,0] 1,1 N2H`
mate the total column density by a factor of the uncertainty associated with the aboveDq/M1 [ exp [[q1,0h1,1]N¹ 1.6,
estimate of the total optical depth is also large (about 20%) and does not take into account the possible presence of excitation
anomalies, as found by Caselli et al. (1995). For consistency, the use of the component to estimate the totalF1, F\ 1,0] 1,1

column density has been extended to all other positions where this hyperÐne is well detected.N2H`
For those (1È0) spectra that cannot be hfs Ðtted because of low sensitivity and where the ““ weak ÏÏ component is notN2H`

visible, we assumed optically thin conditions, K, and determined using equation (A4).Tex \ 5 N(N2H`)
As we already pointed out at the beginning of this section, the J \ 2 ] 1 transition of is splitted in 38 hyperÐneN2D`

components, and in only one position (the integrated intensity map peak, where the (2È1) observations have beenN2D`
repeated several times to check the system) has it been possible to determine the total optical depth and excitation tem-
perature from the hfs Ðt K, K). In all the other positions we (1) assumed optically thin(qtot\ 4.9^ 0.6 Tex \ 4.9 ^ 0.8
conditions, (2) estimated the integrated intensity below the hyperÐnes (W ) with its uncertainty (3) excluded all spectra(p

W
),

with (4) Ðxed at 5 K, and (5) used equation (A4) to estimate the total column density.W /p
W

\ 3, Tex
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